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Shake and Scallop siding adds traditional elegance.

®
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Traditional elegance
Innovation forged from tradition.
It is about respect. A respect for the natural beauty of cedar. The way its grain and
the marks of a mill saw interact with sunlight. How those random patterns give a
home its own unique character. How techniques and knowledge hundreds of years
old can still bring forth innovations, like an exterior siding never seen before.

Natural beauty that endures.
Let us be the first to agree with you, wood siding is beautiful on a home. But it’s a
beauty that quickly succumbs to the elements. Cracking, fading, buckling, rotting.
It is a look that is expensive and time consuming to maintain.
Alside offers a family of exterior siding that eliminates the need to
compromise aesthetics for practicality. Architectural Shingles, Shakes, Staggered
Shakes, and Scallops will endow your home with all the timeless beauty of wood
rendered in a man-made material that is maintenance free and easy to install.

Craftsmanship and technolog y.
We love the look of wood. It is the inspiration for this completely proprietary
process. With nearly 100 unique molds, taken from actual cedar shakes and
shingles, each home is individually beautiful.
No other manufacturer is as committed to rendering the natural, random beauty
of cedar as Alside.

E

Energ y efficiency.
To give your home the environmental and financial benefits of greater
energy efficiency, we offer the option of Fullback® Siding Insulation.
Architectural Classics, when used with Fullback® Siding Insulation, can
reduce energy costs and deliver added comfort.
Fullback® Siding Insulation can be installed with all 7" exposure panels
from Architectural Classics, including Split Shake, Staggered Shake,
Shingle and Perfection Shingle profiles.
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Tr a d i t i o n a l , r i g h t d o w n t o t h e w a y i t’ s i n s t a l l e d .
The contractor and installer will feel an immediate connection with Alside Architectural Classics because it is installed in a
traditional fashion. Architectural Classics feature a traditional, full-length nail hem. In addition, because of the 5' single panel
design, it is easier to handle on the wall, saving labor and material on each project (7" Shingle is a double-course panel).

I n v e s t n o w. S a v e l a t e r.
You can enjoy the true look of cedar, with none of the headaches, for a fraction of the cost.
With Architectural Shingles, Shakes, Staggered Shakes and Scallops you can count on years of not having the expense of
scraping, sanding, staining and painting. Each panel is carefully manufactured with a unique finish that improves fade resistance
and weatherability. The Architectural Shakes line now offers an exciting variety of rich and unique colors that are made possible
through the Acrylic finish process. If how you spend your time and money are important to you, then Alside’s Architectural
Classics can offer you the natural beauty of cedar and much, much more.
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Authentic

Easy To Install

Scrap Reduction

Performance

It could very well be that
you’ve seen a house with
Alside siding and assumed
it was natural wood.
It’s that realistic. You see a
defined texture of natural
grain that lends an organic
randomness while creating
a natural shadowing effect
so that no two houses are
the same.

Architectural Shingles,
Shakes, Staggered Shakes
and Scallops go up fast and
easy, just like traditional
siding. Each 5' panel
requires just a single
installer and our use of a
familiar full-length nail
hem means no specialized
training or tools are needed
to install Alside siding.

Alside products will yield
an environmentally and
financially responsible
67% less scrap. Because
of our random design and
hidden seams, small pieces
are easy to use, helping to
ensure lasting quality and
character in your home.

Architectural Shingles,
Shakes, Staggered Shakes
and Scallops resist buckling
and open laps and can be
installed any time of the
year. Plus, Alside products
are backed by a lifetime
limited warranty*.

*See warranty for complete details.
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A Faithful Reproduction of Cedar’s Natural Grain.

Our Shakes bear the rich grain of hand-split cedar. Our Shingles,
the random marks of a mill saw. And on all our claddings, the
texture is carried through on the bottom edge of each shingle – an
honest rough-sawn look. This level of authenticity is only possible
with our proprietary process.

Early Morning

What you won’t see are seams. Even when you know just
where to look, they’re difficult to find. All this makes Alside’s
Architectural Classics the most realistic siding available.

Noon

Late Afternoon
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The past meets the present.
Architectural Staggered Shakes echo the rustic charm of another
time. Their uneven pattern and the rough-sawn look of their
edges were handcrafted by our artisan mold makers to replicate the
natural, genuine beauty of a custom cedar installation.

H

Handcrafted authenticity.
Shakes have always been esteemed by those who believe a home should
be one with its natural setting. Split along the grain, cedar Shakes are
deeply textured in a way that sets off an interplay of light and shadow.
The sun moves across the sky, and the light changes the house, as it
does the landscape. Architectural Shakes are the only other way to
capture this beauty.

N
Naturally Aged

Architectural Classics' Weathered Collection™ Colors
capture the essence of time, giving a home the authentic
appearance of cedar that has naturally weathered over the
years. Our proprietary process achieves this incredible
look by presenting a lighter shade of a color in the grain,
and a darker one on the higher points. Premium Colors
are available in 7" Shake, 7" Perfection Shingle, and 10"
Staggered Shake.
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Our modern take on this classic never
has to be painted or stained to maintain
resilience to the weather. Plus, unlike
organic wood, Architectural Shingles
will never warp or split.

7" Shingle

7" Perfection Shingle

C

Classic style without the upkeep.
Originally referred to as the “seaside style”, cedar shingled homes first lined the cobblestone streets of
Boston in the 1800’s. Like the original, only Architectural Shingles have a naturally textured surface and
edge. You can even see the random marks of a mill saw.
The new Perfection Shingle delivers the perfect balance of the deep texture of Shakes and the clean lines
of Shingles. This profile offers a traditional look with a hint of ruggedness. Offered in a 7" exposure, the
crisp vertical grains are highlighted, complementing random shingle widths.
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The Beauty of Custom Craftsmanship.

Scallops that mix and match
for distinction and style.
Even if you don’t own a Victorian or a Queen
Anne, Architectural Scallops afford you the
opportunity to bring style and originality to
your home. Challenge your imagination with
the possibilities. They come in a broad palette
of colors, many of which simply are not
available anywhere else.

For drama or distinction, nothing matches
the versatility or creative possibilities of
Architectural Scallops.

Details that make a difference.
Architectural Shakes, Staggered Shakes, and
Shingles can be used as either an accent or
as conventional siding on your entire home.
Use Alside standard or Trimworks® corner
posts or choose these special shake corners
designed to match each profile for a truly
finished appearance.
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Available Colors

STANDARD COLORS
7" Shingles & Corner Posts, 7" Shakes & Corner Posts, 7" Perfection Shingle & Corner Posts,
10" Staggered Shakes & Corner Posts, Scallops, Transitional Starter

Glacier White
123

Antique Parchment
034

Natural Linen
277

Platinum Gray
017

Silver Moss
177

Coastal Sage
112

Cape Cod Gray
220

Mystic Blue
183

Adobe Cream
042

Colonial Ivory
165

Maple
176

Monterey Sand
048

Vintage Wicker
069

Tuscan Clay
095

Autumn Red
027

Somerset Wheat
529

Heather
170

Canyon Drift
526

English Saddle
527

Walnut
229

Ivy
230

Harbor Blue
202

Midnight Blue
530

Slate
132

Storm
513

Charcoal Smoke
528

Arbor
500

Deep Moss
525

Weathered Collection™ PREMIUM COLORS
7" Shakes & Corner Posts, 10" Staggered Shakes & Corner Posts, 7" Perfection Shingle & Corner Posts

Sand Castle
804

Misty Gray
820

Barley
822

NOTE: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow.
Make final color selections using actual vinyl samples.

Alside, P.O. Box 2010, Akron, Ohio 44309
1-800-922-6009 www.alside.com

Brownstone
828

Auburn
834

For a complete list of certified Architectural Classics
products and colors, visit www.vinylsiding.org

Architectural Classics colors are part of Alside's
Color Connect color matching program.
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